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Academic Building Systems (ABS) is an architectural
planning and design.method which alloWs the construction owner to
respond to the need for less expensive structures, economically
adaptable to the changing conditions of the academic world, by
providing the owner with the maximum controls over the variable cost
factors in educational facility construction. In the ABS open system,
more than one manufacturer can supply each of the components of the
building system. This is felt to offer the best potential for
reducing construction, maintenance, and remodeling costs and for
improving the usefulness of academic facilities. The systems approach,
provides a high degree of coordination of the building components. It
takes-into consideration standard and repetitive features, life costs
of complex buildings, adaptability of station utilization, tradeoffs
of higher first costs versus lower life costs, and shorter
construction time. The major innovation in the fixed elements is the
space module, which is a repetitive unit used throughout the
structure and which reduces construction costs by making possible the
use of standard units 6f heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
to service each module. (LBH)
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funding for this research project came from the following
sources. the United States Office of Education. S600.000:
the States of California and Indiana. 9200.000 each for a
total of S400.000. and Educational Facilities Laboratories.
S200000 The principal research consultant was Building
System Development, a San Francisco architectural firm
sKjse principals .also h.aded the California School Con-
struction System Development .

Acac Jenne Building Systems is an architectural planning
and design method directed toward attaining an adaptable
building through "a higli degree of coordination of the
components that make up a building. plus concepts and
procedures that have been tested in other situations "'
It has been described as "excellent optimization" by the
Assistant Director of Research at Facilities t noneenng
and Cbrrstruction Agency (FECA).

The Facts of Life Cost,

A wajor factor too often bxerlooked. is the life cost of a
structure In a comprehensive study of science buildings.
the rehabilitation Lost of older structures often exceeds
twice the original cost \o dollar evaluation has been set
for the disruption costs of space surrounding the area
being remodeled The adaptability of th,e ABS,buddings
will materially reduce the time necessary to complete the
eharige and the savings from minimized disruption in`adja-
cent space also will be of great value.

Two of the, major objeCtRes of the Academic Building
Systems Study are to reduce costs and to provide bettet
academic facilities. The'ABS results offer potentials which
give the owner maximum ability to manage the controllable
high cost areas for both first and life costs At the same
time. it builds in adaptability to provide the desirod better
academic environment for the future,

Deign: Standard and Repetitive Features

The building system consists of conventional components
which can reduce design time, can he mass produced to
reduce construction time and costs, and can have specified
performance standards related to the real needs of the
user From these:components. a wide variety of buildings
in size. stripe and appearancecan be created to answer
specific requirements.

The-building system approach has evolved more recently .

into the eynceptualization of the total building process as
a system. Thus. other phases of theconstruction process
,y.hich ABS is st-tidying include new methods of program-
ming the needs of users in relation to budgeting constraints
and walks of reducing the total time of developing a

Iiiitlifing,-Systems Dc,,e1upment. Ins,. Fjosththrt Stty,h Report
roth:trzi( ft Odin k. SIstems May 1967 page 7
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buildirN. from initiation of planning to completion of
construction

Complex Building: Life Costs

As the study of constEuetion continued. it became apparent
that a major question concerning building designs that had
disturbed administrators in the past demanded greater
attention in the future This question in'olxes the fact that
heating. ventilating. air conditioning. and electrical systems
in buildings have become more and more complicated and
are taking an increasingly higher percentage of- the total
construction budget These problems become even greater
in size when one couples the original high cost with the
knowledge that during the structure's lifetime these sub-,
systems will [lase to he replaced. som-: parts several times
at the future inflated cost levels This emphatically sug-
gests the increasing impi.ntance of using a structural design
that facilitates access to the expensive utilities and ma-
chinery. thus reducing future remodeling and repair costs
it became obvious early, in the study that the old puzzles
created by pipes and conduits hurled in partitions. floors.
or ceilings could not be continued because of inflexibilit:
as well as prohibitively high costs of repair or replacement.

Adaptabiliiy: Station Utilization

The need (or a different system thus was dictated by in-
creasing costs both for construction and for landand
by the fact that no system existed which would meet edu-
cational needs with the economics of the runaway inflation
in the construction field There also is thd urgent need to
build adaptability into the structures In the past. remodel-
ing costs often have far exceeded the, building's original
cost. ,

We-also find that not nearly enough has been done to meet
the challenge of the relatively poor station utilization
caused. at least partially, by fixed structures. For example,
if a laboratory, is in use five hours a day. this means 'a
room utilization of 5 hours 7- 5 days. or 25 hours out of .

40 hours per week (62.5 percent room utilization). If
th room f,+s 30 student stations and has an average of
20 occupied, this is,a'66 percent station utilization when
the room is in use. The actual station utilization then
becomes 66 percent 62.5 percent or 41.25 percent.

In the past the size of the laboratory has been inflexible.
If it were designed for- 30 students. it was prohibitively
expensive to enlarge it to accommodate 40 students. or
reduce it Lci, accommodate only 20. This inflexibility pre-
vernied jive introduction of new and better teaching tech-
niques for different sized classes and. in effect, placed a
fringe on faculty ingenuity and efficiency. The building
could not he easily, revi5ed to accommodate a multi-purpose
laboratory. or changed to individdal study laboratoriet;
in ordcr to meet any other future needs. ABS adaptability
makes it possible to meet changing conditions efficiently,

A



Tnercfore, new needs an be mu and poterawIly greater
stapon Utilization can be realized economically

For existing buildings. the cost to both institutions and
'granting agenetes fur converting laboratory facilities to
accommodate research projects has been astronomical. In
some instances a single mobile faculty member has used
two or three grants to complete his laboratory &signed to
meet his research requirements al each of the two orthree
institutions is which he ,has moved within a ten-year span
In turn. the laboratory from which he has moved has again
hen remodeled- for his successor. Investigation' reveals
that these rathr minor reinOdebn'gprojects have cost from
5100.000 to. S250:0011 or more They are minor in 'the
amount of- space fliired.. but malorm tc:rms'of dollars
In addition to delaying the scientific results. the faculty
member's time has occasionally been, lost for 'a longer
period of time than either he the institution. or thessant-
ing agency desire through the slow remodeling procesc

If a lal'oratory or classroom buildiniean -be plabned to
eliminate much of the loss of inefficient statti5n utilization
as well as the need for ex62ssive rembdeling. the potential
future savings can ht; great In:addition. niajor immediate
Savings are ',Able. For instance. by building in semester-
to-semester adapt4bility. it is estimated that the academic
program can be et with 20 percent feWer jut) stations-
In the Science Eagineering Tec,hnology Buildng in Indi-
anapolis (Indiana-Purdue Umv,ersities). 10 'percent of.the
total cost of the originally proposed structure will he saved
thrbugh space reduction agreed to by the faculty. who
recognized that qadaptability will their needs tvith,

':. less space' I

To assure the best academic ernironment.o-major research
project within the ABS program was recently conducted
by guilding Systems Development. Inc. This involved an
evaluation of present facilities by the faculties of the Urn-
ver'sity-of California and the four state-supported universi-
ties in Indiana (Ball State. Indiana State. Purdue and
Indiana). coupled with cost analysis' of three major build-
ings in California and three in Indiana.

Trade-Offs: Higher First Costs NS. Lower Life Costs

User criu0sms revealed that at times an apparent economy
is actuallr 'very wasteful (e g., the use of less expensive
partitions where their sound control was so incffective as
to interfere, with proper room use). The technique of the
building sjstem de.s'ign should assist in alleviating this type
of prated' since it permits the owner and the architect to
make the best cost decisions for the lifetime of the building.

Shorter Time for the Project

One of the major as that savings can result from the,
use of cadmic Building Systems is by accelerated plan-
ning I is no longer riccessary to have completed academic

programs and wmplued eirehitect ural plans before- bidding
and construction begins 'the flexibility of the- structure
permits changes late 'in the construction period, with pre-
dictable cost In addition. the following diagram shows
how ABS works with phase design and construction to
save time

DESIGN

BIDDING

CONSTRUCTION

CONVENTIONAL. PROJECT

DESIGN

BIDDING

CONSTRUCTION
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PHASED DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

2 8 24 30
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Lower Life Cost

39
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Lower life cost permits planning. architectural drawings,
and the -actual construction v;o1-1, all to proceed siFnultatie-
ously Adaptability before the structure is erected is just

-a. valuable and dollar-skiving as if is,during tht.life or the
completed structure Flembility is especially "t'aluable for
structures on developing campuses. That the campus .has
changing needs through the next five or ten years is obvi-
"ous to all. These needs are almost as strong on ore
eslablished campuses. but much less obvious.

In the next ten yearS there will not be the same require;
Merits for language classrooms. for laboratories. etc. Be-.

cause of research. the needs of the future will he much
different from the q42eds the past. The language labora-
tory of today IS marke'dly different, from the Frdnch or
'Linn classroom of forty years ago. Surely, evo greater
future changes will occur. A structure .that will 'facilitate
these future changes will provide its owner with the 'maxi-
mum future advantage. as opposed to the liabilities of most ,

of today'S, construction methods which resist change by
making it expensive in both cost and time

The importance of adaptable elements In ABS cannot be-
overestimated. The future savings resulting from the ab,ility
to adapt to the existing demands inexpensively will prolong

othc, structure's effective life and will tend to insure maxi-
mum utility for the future. The adaptable elements include:

1. Utility distribution laterals and drops to rooms.
2. Heating. ventilating. air conditioning (HVAC) zone

duct work and controls
3. Ceiling panels. lighting. and HVAC diffusers.
4. Partitions:
5. Casework

It should be emphasized that the, cost of altering an aca-
demic building over its assumed forty to fifty year life
may he as much as double the contract cost of the original
construction. T urthermore. the lack of funds usually dic-
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tales a much longer usage Each remodeling project dis-
rupts the operation of the facility to varying degrees In
addition. the more difficult and expensive it is to alter the
existing structure. the less probable it is that needed altera-
tion will take place, thus, forcing staff to work under
increasingly inefficient conditions. The use of deep cerice
space in ABS eliminates disruption costs and lost time in
salaries equivalent to fifteen to thirty percent of the modi-
fication costs Perhaps the greatest potential savings under
ABS is in the low alteration costs (with little or no neigh-
boring space disruption costs) where. by the concept of
adaptable building dements. alteratrons can he effected
with minimum time and user skill 2

g

Permanent elements ot the ABS structure are space
module (I0 ,0(1i) sq ft 20';. ), structure, vertical utility
distribution, H \ AC main duct work, service towers, hori-
zontal utility distribution mains. v.A-tical occupant circula-
tion. and kAtenor walls The changing of these elements
h extremely expensl%e so that their positions are fixed

Repetitive Feature

The major innovation in the fixed elements .is the space
module. which is a repetitive unit used throughout the
structure It should issist In reducing construction writs by
making possible the' use of standard off -the-shelf units of
heating, xentilatiun. and air conditioning (H\ AC) to serv-
ice each module. thus eliminating the costly custom-
designed FRAC unit used in the large traditional buildings
It also facilitates having as much work as possible per-
formed at the most economical levelin the factoryas
contrasted to the more costly on-the-site work

An additional value from ABS for administrators, archi-
tects, and engineers is the detail of costs by subsystems
This provides a major refinement over the sole use of cost
per square foot. or cubic foot which has. all too often. been
the only criteria used by owners

The gross square feet subsystem costs were analyzed for
these areas:

Structure
.heating. ventilating. air

conditioning
Partitions
Lighting ceiling
Site work. belpw grade ,

and baseirfent

Plumbing

Electrical

Exterior skin

Elevators

Other

General contractor

There were several systems of high cost where the user
requirements were not met. or her the user requirements
were changed subsequent to the construction This infor-

Paraphrased and or quoted from A «illaniu II with 11;,, S. oil?) s
Down ttan(al by BSI) page 11i

NATION.AI ASSOCIATION. Of C011.1.61 AND NILTRSITN BliSI,

matron is rcpon.ci in detail in \ °tunic 2 of the ABS publi-
cation. "Cost Performance Study.-

The greateq %,due of this cost analysis is that the owner
can stress performance- in tire most critical area and. if
necessary. control costs in otherless critical areas, Another
advantage accruing to ow ners and architects is the users
mumg of the products which have been used in past con-

1/0/0-

struction This technique of computing costs by subsystems
gives the owners and architects better cost control during
the architect's design time If lower costs are necessary.
the changes can he made with full knowledge of the costs
by subsystems

HEW Data Available

the Department ot Health. Edueation and \\ elfare has
committed itself to the systematic observance ot cost. time.
and quality in the design and construction of facilities. as
ioikms 10 ensure that. despite the current escalation of
construction costs, quality levels will be maintained or
improved at no sacrifice in the lifetime costs of the facility .

to reduce design and construction time so that the facility
is available for use at an earlier date, and to permit ease
ot physical modification as the functional and operational
requirements change toward that commitment, these
circulars are HEN\ position papers offering creative solu-
tions in the areak of interpreting user requirements. plan-
nin. procgamming, cAign. construction. and use of
facilities

I he Building Information Circular series co % ers the 101-
ing subjects

1. Comprehensive planning

2 Value analysis

3 Systems building

la) Academic Building System (ABS) Higher
Education

(h) Systems Building, in Elementary Secondary
SchoolsSSP Experience

4, Construction Manmement Phased Design and Con-
struction

the use of the findings of the ABS Study incorporating
"Construction Management Phased Design and Construc-
tion" offers the university or college an opportunity for a
better academic environment over a loriger period of time

Oswith lower t and life costs and with a considerable sav-
ings of tang. for the project.

rhr, study r, available from either University of ( alifornia..
°nice of Vice President Planning. 641 University Hall BerkelC}.

alifornia 9472u or Indiana University. Assistant Vice President-
Treasurer's Office, 210 Bryan flail Bloomington. Indiana 47401
The first copy of the thre'e volume publication is free to a univer-

,,..ut or governmental agency F ash additional copy to a university
,ind each coin to an rirchite ctural firm is C20
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